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When choosing a location for the 1-1/2” Ball Mount (RAM 202-U) remember these are ex-large umbrellas that will catch the
wind and need to be securely mounted. When attaching to a kayak or other light weight plastics – make certain the area you 
intend to place the 1-1/2” Ball Mount is strong enough to withstand the weight and force of the wind on the umbrella. Use a 
backing plate or large washers whenever possible when attaching to items made of plastics and other thin materials, such as
kayaks, canoes, etc.

Things to consider before mounting:

• The Ball Mount needs a solid flat surface that can support the umbrella system AND withstand the force of the wind and 
gust exhibited upon it  

• Coverage is best when centered directly behind the user

• Attach the Ball Mount in the upright position at lower back height for best coverage

• Mounting the Ball Mount’s flange vertically, or laying it on its side, will greatly reduce the adjustability of the Umbrella System. 

• Position the mount far enough behind so that the lean of the chair back does not interfere with the adjusting arm or 
umbrella shaft

• Typically, this is a permanent mount and stays in place when the adjust arm and umbrella are removed for storage

Once you have chosen the desired location, you’ll need to securely attach the 1-1/2” Ball Mount. 
Your system includes: 3 stainless steel screws, washers & locknuts along with a 1/8” hex key for 
securing the 1-1/2” Ball Mount in many applications. Some applications may require a different
mounting configuration - Ram Mounts (www.rammounts.com) offers a variety of 1-1/2” Ball Mounts in
many different configurations for attaching to almost any surface or material – including round and
square tube.

Before attaching the Adjusting Arm, RAM 201U-D, note
the spring between the two halves – the end with the
spring closest to it should be attached to the ball mount
as shown to the left. 

Loosen the lever on the Adjusting Arm and attach the spring end to the Ball Mount. Then attach the ball on the bottom of your 
Always Shady Umbrella to the opposite end of the adjusting arm. With the lever slightly loose, position the umbrella for optimum
coverage – point the umbrella at the sun – and then tighten the lever on the Adjusting Arm to lock it in place. That’s all there is to it!
When the umbrella is not in use, simply loosen the lever on the adjustment arm and remove both the umbrella and arm 
for storage.


